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POSSIBLE AREAS OF CONCERN 

The four tests of soundness: 

P = Positively prepared – the plan should be prepared based on a strategy which seeks to meet 

objectively assessed development and infrastructure requirements, including unmet requirements 

from neighbouring authorities where it is reasonable to do so and consistent with achieving 

sustainable development; 

J = Justified – the plan should be the most appropriate strategy, when considered against the 

reasonable alternatives, based on proportionate evidence; 

E = Effective – the plan should be deliverable over its period and based on effective joint working on 

cross-boundary strategic priorities; and 

C = Consistent with national policy – the plan should enable the delivery of sustainable development 

in accordance with the policies in the Framework. 

 

Gypsy & Traveller site at Purley Oaks Depot 

Road network lacks capacity – J E 

Recycling centre needs expansion – this proposal will preclude this – J E 

Loss of employment land – if it is OK to lose employment here then it should be OK to lose it 

elsewhere – J E 

Possible contamination of the land – suitability for residential? - E 

Other sites excluded on issues of noise, yet this is next to the main railway line - E 

The Council’s original report on the site scored it as low for reasons such as – P J E C 

 Flood zone 
 Ground Water source protection zone 
 Surface Water Management 
 Existing Infrastructure 
 Heritage Designations 
 Impact on local character 

 
The Council’s own assessment is subjective with scoring values being disproportionately weighted. 
Where multiple options apply, the lowest score has been given – P J E 
 
Prior to this consultation there has been no public consultation on this site, putting local residents 
and businesses at a disadvantage - J 
 
Alternative Sites? Underused industrial sites similar to Lathams Way, eg, vacant plot in Commerce 
Way. 



Loss of MOL at Shirley Oaks 

The site needs an element of protection in perpetuity as it is well used amenity land by the local 

community – P J E C 

Loss of significant recreational facility which forms part of the character of the area – P J C 

It does meet MOL as it does contribute to the physical structure of London as it forms a major part 

of the character of Shirley and Shirley Oaks, and these open air facilities do serve a significant part of 

Croydon and, therefore, London – J E C 

It forms part of a much wider green space. Whilst there may not be direct access between all areas, 

these are seen by the local community as a whole and should be treated as such within the green 

grid, eg, It would be very simple to create a pedestrian link between Shirley Oaks Hospital and 

Ashburton Playing Fields – J E C 

At the minimum this land should have Local Green Space protection as it meets all the criteria for 

that designation, namely proximity to the community it serves, local in character, a tranquil area and 

a site of natural open space – J E C 

Question the purpose of the intention of de-designation – why do it? 

Why a distinction between this area and other areas like it? 

Alternative? Maintain as MOL. 

 

 

 

 

Loss of Green Belt at Croham Hurst 

This tract of land is instrumental in checking the unrestricted sprawl of the large built up areas 

around it. Indeed it was bought by the Council to prevent the landowner developing the site at the 

turn of the 20th century – P J E C 

It has historical context – J C 

Croham Hurst does check the unrestricted sprawl of London, does safeguard Croydon’s countryside 

form encroachment, preserves the setting and special character of the heritage of Croydon and 

assists in the regeneration by encouraging the recycling of derelict and urban land – P J E C 

Cannot see any justifiable reason why it is being treated differently to the rest of the green belt 

within Croydon? 

Alternative? Maintain as Green Belt. 

 

 

 

 



Intensification Areas 

 

These areas should be where there is already existing infrastructure to cope with the increase in 

development – P J C E 

Areas are too large moving into the hinterland of major routes – J E  

May not have sufficient transport, schools, GP etc. – J E 

Will add demand to struggling infrastructure – J E 

Level of intensification is above the capacity that the character of the area can handle – P J E 

There is no mechanism in the plan to deliver the improved infrastructure that would be needed – E C 

Alternative? Shrink the areas of the intensification zones, so as not to effect the surrounding 

suburban streets around major roads. 

 

 

These are just some thoughts that may provide some guidance as to how a letter may be framed in 

response to the consultation. 
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